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Abstract

There have recently been two papers using Bayesian fitting of polynomial models to
low-frequency radio source spectra. Here I show how such an analysis, and a little more,
can be made in R using RNested.

Keywords:˜Bayesian inference.

1. Introduction

After transforming the radiospec1 package into RNested I came across a couple of relatively
recent papers (Scaife and Heald 2012; de Gasperin et˜al. 2012) that make use Bayesian analysis
of low-frequency radio source spectra based on polynomial models. I am unsure polynomial
models are optimum way to go [fitting physical models would be more satisfactory Nikolic
2009, or at least one could adopt a more frequency invariant formulation than polynomial
since the motivation is primarily simply interpolate], but nevertheless here is how one could
repeat such an analysis (and add a little more) using RNested. This vignette naturally uses
RNested, so you should loaded it using:

> library(RNested)

2. Observed data

For the examples below I will use the observed data for 3C48 collated and brought to common
flux scale by (Scaife and Heald 2012) (I recovered the data from the plot in that paper, any
mistakes are my own). The data are distributed with the RNested package as of version 0.2,
so you can access them as:

> library(xtable)

> data("radiospec_scaife2012_3c48")

> xtable(radiospec_scaife2012_3c48, caption="Observed flux density as

+ function of frequency for radio source 3C48")

1The original package is available from http://www.mrao.cam.ac.uk/~bn204/galevol/speca/build.html

http://www.mrao.cam.ac.uk/~bn204/galevol/speca/build.html
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Freq Flux fErr

1 22.25 55.20 0.03
2 25.00 61.90 0.07
3 38.00 72.00 0.04
4 60.00 75.90 0.04
5 86.00 75.50 0.02
6 178.00 59.90 0.02
7 232.00 50.80 0.04
8 325.00 44.30 0.02
9 408.00 37.50 0.04

10 750.00 24.40 0.02
11 960.00 21.50 0.02
12 1400.00 16.00 0.02

Table 1: Observed flux density as function of frequency for radio source 3C48

3. Setting up the problem

As promised by the title of this note, the model we are going to use is a polynomial model.
In fact, the appropriate model is packaged with in RNested as function nested.PolyModel,
defined as:

> nested.PolyModel

function (x, p)

{

r <- p[[1]]

for (i in 2:length(p)) {

r <- r + p[[i]] * x^(i - 1)

}

10^r

}

<environment: namespace:RNested>

We assume that individual measurements are independent and normally distributed leading
to a likelihood that is a product of Gaussian likelihoods. For this we can use the function
nested.GaussLkl supplied with RNested and a small auxiliary function of the form:

> mkLkl <- function(d)

+ {

+ nested.GaussLkl(log10(d$Freq/150),

+ d$Flux,

+ nested.PolyModel,

+ d$Flux*d$fErr)

+ }
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Note that the at this point we have adopted 150 MHz for the zero value of log-frequency used
in polynomial calculation.

Finally it is necessary to create the prior function. In this case we combine the creation of
the prior function with the generation of the starting set for nested sampling (which is based
on the prior box and therefore naturally related). Both of these are carried out in the utility
function prepp:

> prepp <- function(n)

+ {

+ pp <- c(1,3)

+ for (i in 1:n)

+ {

+ pp <- c(pp, -1,1)

+ }

+ lpf <- boxp(pp)

+ ss <- sset.box(array( pp , dim=c(2,length(pp)/2)),

+ 100,

+ mkLkl(radiospec_scaife2012_3c48))

+ list(lpf=lpf, ss=ss)

+ }

Some things to note about prepp function:

• The parameter n controls the dimensionality of the parameter space and therefore the
order of the polynomial to be used to fitting

• The prior on logarithm of flux density at 150 MHz is between 1 and 3, while the prior
for all polynomial components is between -1 and 1

• 100 points are used in the starting set (third parameter to sset.box)

4. Evaluating the Evidence Using Nested Sampling

Here is an example of how to compute the evidence value first-order polynomial fit to the
observed data:

> p <- prepp(1)

> r <- nested.sample(p$ss,

+ mkLkl(radiospec_scaife2012_3c48),

+ p$lpf,

+ mkCovarianceSampler(),

+ N=3000)

> nested.summary(r$cout)

*** Evidence: 2.60527e-278
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The summary and graph of evidence growth is printed by the nested.summary() function.
The growth curve can be inspected to ensure that the nested sampling has converged.

As in the previous approaches to this analysis, it is however the relative evidence values for
different models that are of interest in deciding in which model should be preferred. In this
case we will consider models up to fifth order polynomial, which can be done easily with
following code:

> rr <- Map(function (n) {

+ p <- prepp(n)

+ r <- nested.sample(p$ss,

+ mkLkl(radiospec_scaife2012_3c48),

+ p$lpf,

+ mkCovarianceSampler(),

+ N=3000)

+ r}, 1:5)

> r2<-Map(function(r) {nested.summary(r$cout)}, rr);

*** Evidence: 2.709568e-278

*** Evidence: 1.74579e-26

*** Evidence: 8.908163e-16
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*** Evidence: 8.526203e-17

*** Evidence: 1.020078e-17

This shows that model the 3rd order polynomial model (3rd row) is the preferred model. Note
that the evidence values in this analysis are based on a fixed prior as setup in the prepp

function, in contrast to the analysis by Scaife and Heald (2012) who set priors around the
maximum likelihood point.

5. Using Nested Sampling To Predicting Source Flux Density

The previous section show the which order of polynomial models should be preferred for this
particular observed spectrum. This in itself is not of particularly useful since polynomial
models do not directly have a physical significance. However, one of the root motivations
for an analysis such as presented above is to essentially interpolate the observed spectrum to
another frequency.

One could do that by extracting the maximum likelihood parameters for the preferred model
and using that for the prediction. A more accurate method, and one which also automati-
cally calculates correct confidence intervals, is to use the posterior distribution of the model
parameters to predict the distribution of model values at a particular frequency. This can be
achieved using the nested.mhist function supplied with RNested:

> nested.mhist

function (r, m, x)

{

w <- exp(r$ll) * r$w

pw <- foreach(i = 1:nrow(r), .combine = c) %do% m(x, r$p[i,

])

m <- w != 0

w <- w[m]

pw <- pw[m]

weighted.hist(pw, w, main = paste("Probability distribution of model at ",

x), breaks = "FD")

x1 <- sum(pw * w)/sum(w)

x2 <- sum((pw - x1)^2 * w)/sum(w)

print(paste("*** Model prediction and error: ", x1, " +/- ",

x2))

}

<environment: namespace:RNested>

while recalling the 3rd order model was preferred as follows:

> nested.mhist(rr[[3]]$cout, nested.PolyModel, log10(200/150.))

[1] "*** Model prediction and error: 56.8565380433477 +/- 0.415801295224792"
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The output of this routine is the histogram of the probability distribution of flux density of
3C48 source at 200 MHz assuming 3rd order polynomial model and priors as setup in prepp

function.
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